
Tips for Making Scientific Posters

Source:  The Craft of Scientific Presentations, Michael Alley

Courtesy B. DeMarco

See also: https://www.research.undergraduate.vt.edu/funding-and-support/student-
funding-and-support/poster-printing/poster-tips.html

https://www.research.undergraduate.vt.edu/funding-and-support/student-funding-and-support/poster-printing/poster-tips.html


Why a scientific poster?

One of the most common methods of disseminating 

scientific information at conferences!

Allows one to convey more 

details than in a talk

Provides an opportunity for 

more Q&A exchange 

between author and reader 

than a talk or paper



Key features of a poster

Must attract an audience:

Prominent title

Attractive figures (lots)

Clean, open layout

Should have clearly labeled sections

Must quickly orient the reader to the 

key points

Should contain all elements of a 

good research paper:

Motivation/Background

Procedures/Experimental

Results/Analysis

Conclusions

Acknowledgments

Should be logically arranged

Good!



Too little description…the reader must be able to 

understand your poster if you’re not there to explain it

Posters should have more description than 

a talk slide, less description than a paper

http://www.writing.eng.vt.edu/samples/poster4.jpg


(Way) too much description:

Posters should have more description than 

a talk slide, less description than a paper



How to get started

contrasting fields

Choose a poster layout

centered images 

w/ explanations
vertical columns

http://www.trprod.com/pos5.htm


Sketch your organizational plan on paper

Title 

Authors & Affiliations

Intro/Motivation

Background

main point #1

main point #2

main point #1

main point #2

Results

main point #1

main point #2

main point #3

Analysis

main point #1

main point #2

Conclusions

main point #1

main point #2

Acknowledgments

Write down the key ideas in each section

Identify the figures/results that best convey your ideas in each section

How to get started



You’re telling a story, so make sure the reader knows where to start and end

Make sure there’s a coherent “flow” in your sections

http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~cainproj/designing.html

How to get started

http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~cainproj/designing.html


Use lots of blank space around margins to define sections:

Courtesy B. DeMarco

How to get started



On the “Design Tab”, click Slide Size

Select: Custom Slide Size

Orientation of slides: Landscape

Width of slides: 56 inches

Height of slides: 28 inches

Title: 90-120 pt, sans serif font

Author: 48-60 pt. sans serif

Headings: 70-80 pt. sans serif

Main text: 36-40 pt. sans serif

Setting up PowerPoint:

How to get started



Other tips:  Text

Generally, putting information in “bullet” form, rather than in sentences, is better:

Original

The ideal anesthetic should quickly 

make the patient unconscious but allow 

a quick return to consciousness, have 

few side effects, and be safe to handle.

Ideal anesthetics should:

- offer quick sedation

- provide quick recovery

- have few side effects

- be safe to handle

Revised

http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~cainproj/designing.html

Edit excessive text!!  Poster should have roughly 20% text, 40% figures, 40% space

Use sans serif fonts:  these fonts are more legible than serif fonts from a distance

Headings and other text having the same level of importance should be the same 

font size

Text and figures should be legible from 3-5 feet away:  36 pt. font size minimum!

http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~cainproj/designing.html


Other tips:  Color

Use color to create coherence and guide the reader through your poster

DON’T overuse color…too much variation will distract from the substance of 

your poster

Use color to define relationships between different areas of the poster

DON’T use color arbitrarily – the reader expects color to mean something, so 

they’ll be confused if it’s arbitrarily applied

DON’T use a distracting background, and make sure there’s sufficient 

contrast between the background and the text

Beware shading of backgrounds…this sometimes doesn’t show up well 

when enlarged to full poster size



Other tips:  Figures

Include a brief caption for the figure, or explicitly refer 

to the figure in the text

Make sure to label all figures with legible fonts and 

font sizes

Make sure your figures advance the points you’re 

making in the text

Use darker background for lighter figures/pictures, and a 

lighter background for darker figures/pictures

Make sure your images and figures have 

sufficiently high resolution to be enlarged



Critique these posters:



Critique these posters:
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Critique these posters:



Informal Homework Assignment

◼ Walk around the building
 look at and critique the posters you see

 which ones are most effective?
◼ capture your interest

◼ easily navigable

◼ etc., etc. 

 which ones are less effective at presenting the 
key ideas?

◼ In your poster drafts, emulate effective 
aspects of posters you like


